
    

MEET OUR
INSIDE SALES

TEAM:
Hi! My name is Sandy Tyrrel. I’m the assitant inside sales manager. I assist with 
questions, training, and workload balance. I work with our inside sales manager 
to insure territories are at levels best for our team and the customers, 
training, and business decisions that impact the department. I love being on 
the inside sales team! We have a lot of fun with our team and buy them food 
to help relieve the daily stress. My work ethic is to get the job done. Whether 
it is part of my job duties or not I am here to make sure that the customer is 
taken care of.

GET TO KNOW SANDY:
I enjoy taking ranger rides with my husband and our dog Louie, junking for 
the next treasure, and reading. The best vacation is out west-- Wyoming and 
Colorado. I love the mountains and how relaxing it is! I would not live anywhere 
else than where I do. We live on a family farm with a river bottom view!

Hi! My name is Eric Arnold. I have worked at PPI for 26 years within 
engineering, estimating, and inside sales. My daily duties consist of 

communicating with customers and understanding their needs to identify 
sale opportunities. I also prepare quotes and the processing of orders. I would 

describe my work ethic as work hard, play hard. We find ways to smile and 
help each other as a team. I like to try to keep morale high for myself and 

others.

The best vacation I have been on would be Kauai, Hawaii. It is beautiful and I 
recommend renting a convertible. The best advice I have received would be, 

“Getting angry doesn’t solve anything.” If I was a brand my motto would be, 
“Everything’s Gonna Be Alright.” 
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